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Notes and acknowledgements

Innovation or event

Legend

Conceived and created by Richard Watson and Alex Ayad 
with input from Chris Haley and additional input from the 
‘Smarties’ at Imperial College London.

Note that whilst most entries on the timeline are deeply serious, a 
few are less so. High resolution files suitable for printing can be 
obtained free of charge from richard@nowandnext.com or 
techforesight@imperial.ac.uk 

A3 and A1 printed wall charts can also be ordered via these 
addresses although a charge is applied purely to cover print, 
packing and postage costs. 
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DIGITAL-TECH
NANO-TECH
NEURO-TECH
GREEN-TECH

www.nowandnext.com

 www.imperialtechforesight.com

Defined as existing now or thereabouts with at 
least 1,000 examples existing where appropriate

Defined as occurring between 2015-2030 

Defined as potentially occurring after 2030
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